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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we study tools for providing assistance to users in distributed spaces. More precisely, we focus on the activity of collaborative construction of knowledge, supported by a network of distributed semantic wikis. Assisting the users in such an activity is made necessary mainly by two factors: the inherent complexity of the tools supporting that activity, and the collaborative nature of the activity, involving many interactions between users. In this paper, we focus on the second aspect. For this, we propose to build an assistance tool based on users interaction traces. This tool will provide a contextualized assistance by leveraging the valuable knowledge contained in traces. We discuss the issue of assistance in our context and we show the different types of assistance that we intend to provide through three scenarios. We highlight research questions raised by this preliminary study.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

H.1.2 [Information Systems]: Models and Principles—User/Machine Systems; I.2 [Computing Methodologies]: Artificial Intelligence—Systems
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Social Semantic Web [14] generates a huge amount of data, produced by human-machine collaboration. Humans participate by contributing structured and unstructured data, while machines perform computation to ensure consistency and to infer new data. Data are continuously updated by humans and machines.

Semantic wikis [17] are very suitable social semantic spaces to support man-machine collaboration. They allow to mix structured, machine-readable data and less structured information aimed at humans. They are very successful for collaboratively producing semantically annotated documents. However, most of them are still missing some important features of collaborative tools: they do not support offline work or multi-synchronous editing [31]. Multi-synchronous collaboration [10] allows involved people to work in isolation on their private copies of the shared data, possibly diverging. Then, in order to converge, they synchronize their copies. Distributed semantic wikis such as DSMW [27] were proposed to support multi-synchronous collaboration in semantic wikis.

This increased flexibility comes with a price, though. It is not always easy for users to anticipate the consequences (in the computations performed by the machine) of their own semantic annotations. In a collaborative context, this is even more sensitive, as one’s own modifications may impact others. It is important then to enable users to choose which of the modifications made by others they are ready to accept. The success of distributed semantic wikis therefore relies on the availability of powerful assistants that will help the users to harness their powerful functionalities. Those assistants can act at two levels: helping the users in using the tools, and helping them in interacting with each other in order to reach a consensus. This position paper focuses on the second aspect, and aims at identifying the research questions that need to be addressed in order to provide such assistants.

In the next section, we motivate this work by presenting the context of the Kolflow project in which it was initiated. Then we present the state of the art in the domain of assistance in Section 3. Section 4 then explores three use cases of our motivating example, and identifies the different kinds of assistance needed, and how they can be provided. Finally, we conclude and discuss the following steps of this work.

2. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

This work is done in the Kolflow\textsuperscript{1} project. Kolflow aims at building a collaborative semantic space where humans and smart artificial agents can collaborate to build knowledge. The collaborative space is built over a network of wikis. More precisely, we use specific wiki engines called DSMW (Distributed Semantic Media Wiki). DSMW are built over the well-known MediaWiki architecture. They embed the Semantic Media Wiki extension, and they implement mechanisms to support communication between wikis in a distributed architecture. DSMW enable multi-synchronous collaborative activities.

In DSMW, semantic wiki pages can be replicated over the network of interconnected semantic wiki servers. Changes issued on one server are local but they can be published to other servers. Remote servers can subscribe to these changes, pull them and integrate them to their local pages. Changes propagation remains under the control of the users and is supported by a publish-subscribe mechanism (i.e. users

\textsuperscript{1}http://kolflow.univ-nantes.fr
can perform push and pull operations). Concurrent changes on a page issued by different servers are handled by an automatic merge procedure. DSMW uses the Logoot algorithm to synchronize concurrent changes [27]. Logoot guarantees the consistency of the shared pages.

Figure 1 illustrates the basic principles of DSMW and introduces the graphical notation for push and pulls. When a user performs changes on a wiki, he can push them on the network. Users of other wikis can pull these changes on demand. In this example, changes made on DSMW3 have been pushed, and the manager of DSMW4 pulls these modifications.

In current implementations of DSMW, merging of changes is performed by an automatic synchronization algorithm. If a problem occurs during the merging, the operation is aborted and an error is thrown. There is no way that allows the user to correct the problem that caused the error. Therefore, it is hard for users to take into consideration the error feedback they receive. Users must manually manage the problem before attempting a new merge of their resources. This limitation makes the management of wiki content difficult for users. The problem becomes even more critical when viewed on a wider scale, i.e. in a distributed environment with many users and communities.

The objective of the work presented in this paper is to build an assistance tool that could help users better manage the merging of resources in a distributed context. To illustrate the importance of this issue, we present the example of WIKITAAABLE, a semantic wiki used for the distributed knowledge management application TAAABLE [1].

TAAABLE is a web-based application that solves cooking problems. When a user asks for “a dessert with rice and figs” to TAAABLE, the system returns dessert recipes containing rice and figs. If TAAABLE does not have this kind of recipe in its cookbook, it builds one by adapting an existing recipe. For example, TAAABLE can retrieve a dessert recipe with rice and mangoes, and recommend the user to replace mangoes by figs to obtain a recipe with rice and figs. For this, TAAABLE relies not only on its cookbook, but also on a set of additional knowledge. All the knowledge used by the reasoning engine (recipes, domain knowledge, and recipe adaptation knowledge) is represented in a Semantic Wiki called WIKITAAABLE (more precisely, WIKITAAABLE uses the DSMW engine). WIKITAAABLE allows users to visualize the knowledge used in the system and to navigate in the recipe book. The reasoning is performed by a dedicated case-based reasoning engine. The interface of TAAABLE and WIKITAAABLE are presented in Figure 2 and 3 respectively.
**3. STATE OF THE ART**

The concept of assistance in the computing domain has been studied extensively over the years. Unfortunately, this concept is often misunderstood. The main reason it that the idea of assistance is too often assimilated to that of a small wizard always popping up at the wrong time and that the notion of assistance is too often assimilated to that of a wizard.

As aforementioned, the knowledge represented in WikiTaaable is immediately available to the reasoning engine. Formalization errors (spelling mistakes, categorization problems, etc.) are not checked for the moment. Thus a formalization error may lead to reasoning problems, and the causes of such reasoning problems may be hard to identify.

For the moment, WikiTaaable operates according to a simple centralized architecture. However, the next step is to scale the approach and to implement a distributed version of the system using DSMW. Then, the collaborative dimension will add complexity to the user task.

The first two problems are out of the scope of this paper. However, they are addressed in the Kollof project. In this paper, we focus on the third problem. How to assist users with the complex task of merging knowledge bases in a collaborative context? In the remaining of the paper, all the use cases will be presented with WikiTaaable.

### 3.1 The concept of the help

From a cognitive science perspective, the concept of help can be defined as an asymmetrical and instrumented relationship, between a human performing and action (desired, suggested or imposed) with special modalities of realization (which can be ignored or forgotten) and a technology supposed to make explicit the modalities, in such a way that they are appropriated by the person seeking help [12].

Gapenne [12] classify four modalities for this “human / technology” coupling:

- substitution: when the technology supports independently the totality or a part of a task;
- supplementation: when the use of the technology increases the possibilities of action for the user;
- assistance: when the technology is not crucial for the main activity, but facilitates or improves the use of the main tool;
- support: when the technology allows to support the appropriation and the use of a new schema by the human.

### 3.2 Properties of assistance

We now focus on assistance. According to [11], the artifacts performing assistance can be distinguished according to several criteria:

- advisor system vs assistant systems [30]. In this distinction, the advisors provide information, offers solutions, but are not directly involved in the task. Conversely, the assistants are dedicated to the execution of repetitive tasks.
- conversational systems vs. autonomous systems [18, 30]. Conversational systems require the user to express a question or query, which is associated with a logical expression. Autonomous systems operate in the background and can proactively provide suggestions.
- the ability of the system to improve itself [19, 36].

When defining an assistance system, several dimensions must be considered. These dimensions relate to two separate problems: the presentation of assistance to the user and the way to define assistance algorithms [28].

The presentation of the assistance may be differentiated by the following characteristics [28]:

- When to assist: If every click by the user indicates a potential action, the question arises of when the user should be assisted. Assistance can be generated proactively (i.e., before an action), during actions, or after actions. Assistance can be provided on user demand or on system request.
- How to assist: As modern computers often represent multi-media work environments, the form of media used by the assistance can be differentiated. Currently, assistance can be presented textually, visually, acoustically, or as a video.
- Where to assist: The information offered by the assistance system might be wrapped in tooltips, pop-ups, tables, specific sound effects, blinking effects, sidebars
of a document, or specific marked spaces. Furthermore, it can be presented within the active tool, a specific third-party tool, or in the operating system itself.

- Why to assist: Assistance may be proposed for many reasons, e.g. during the identification of a lack of user’s competence, when the task is complex, when the new feature is available, etc.

Similarly, for the definition of assistance algorithms, several features are considered [28]: assistance for whom? Assistance about what? Assistance in which process? Assistance in which tool environment? The various properties of assistance show that, in order to provide contextual assistance, it is necessary to have at least information about the task and the tool at hand, as well as about the skills and preferences of the user.

Kolflow implements an approach based on a network of Wikis. Therefore, we need to implement an assistant suitable for web-based applications. Assistance to end user on the Web may include Web form input operations [7, 41]; adaptive presentation of content [40]; navigation within a website [29, 34, 35]; information or website retrieval [8, 20, 21]. This assistance can be client-side or server-side, depending on user profiles; the history of user actions (previous input, logs, more complex traces); and the content of web pages.

3.3 Towards a trace-based intelligent assistant?

Given the “human/technology” coupling, the combinatorial of unpredictable situations users can face is huge. This makes it really difficult to define any a priori assistance strategy [23]. Therefore, to develop assistance tools able to adapt themselves to changing needs of users, we must implement “intelligent assistance strategies”. Intelligent assistants rely on assistance knowledge that they leverage to perform specific assistance tasks. In order to ensure that intelligent assistants are able to adapt themselves to changing situations and evolving needs of users, we must provide them with the ability to acquire additional knowledge on the fly [5].

Intelligent assistants can be likened to some adaptive tools. Adaptive tools are designed to adapt themselves to users [39]. These tools are able to automatically change their characteristics depending on the needs of users [24]. These tools are particularly relevant in contexts where users need to quickly appropriate environments. Adaptive tools exploit the knowledge they have about the user to adapt their behavior. They also use knowledge of the domain and the application in order to make inferences and identify the elements of the application that can be suited to the user. Thus, adaptive tools focus on how the user interacts with the system and how the interfaces can be adapted to facilitate these interactions. When defining an intelligent assistant, we can draw inspiration from many principles implemented in adaptive tools.

Trace-Based Reasoning (TBR) [22] is a reasoning principle inspired from Case-Based Reasoning. It proposes to use traces as a source of knowledge that can be advantageously used in a dynamic reasoning process. In [6], the authors argue that TBR makes it possible to overstep the limits of traditional assistance approaches by developing tools able to adapt themselves to user needs as well as context changes[3, 25].

In the TBR paradigm, traces of the interactions between the user and the application are collected and stored for future reuse. These traces are used as knowledge containers that keep experiences “in context”. Reasoning mechanisms extract from the trace the necessary knowledge. As such, TBR will naturally follow the changes in the way the user interacts with the application, helping answering the problem of adaptation [6].

However, when implementing TBR for user assistance, a new problem arises. The question is: how to get from traces (digital record of observations) to knowledge that makes sense for a human user? This question raises the issue of enabling the co-construction of meaning between users and systems [33], a necessary step in the process of providing a trace-based assistance. Co-construction of meaning entails a negotiation process between agents (here, humans and smart agents). The negotiation of meaning between agents is an important topic in AI research. In 2000, Steels proposed a survey of this area [32]: the emergence of a shared language between two agents (specifically, a grammar) is possible through language games allowing interaction between the two agents.

These principles were re-used by Stuber to allow a user to negotiate, via a graphical interface, meaning with his assistant [33]. This interface allows the user to manipulate symbolic interpretations of the relevant parts of his traces of interaction with the system. The interface helps to negotiate the common meaning of the symbols to lead to a consensus between machine and human. The agreement of shared meaning between human and machine allows the assistant to be more effective.

Enabling co-construction of meaning is a required step in the development of our trace-based assistant. In addition, it must be noted that this question will be studied more widely within the context of the Kolflow project. Kolflow aims at facilitating the construction of knowledge shared by humans and smart agents. Obviously, this is also a problem of negotiation of meaning between agents. It must be noted that such negotiation between humans can be seen as a collective decision-making [2]: no attempt is the best solution but the solution that suits the majority. Negotiation is an unpredictable collaborative mechanism and the mediating of this process has also been the subject of much research [37, 38]. These remarks also apply to negotiation of meaning between humans and smart agents. This enhances the need to provide intelligent and adaptive assistants capable of supporting users in this complicated process.

4. USE CASES

In this section, we explore three use cases of growing complexity, involving users collaborating by means of WikiTaaable. For each one, we identify the problems encountered by end users and we explain what assistance could be offered.

4.1 Personal fusion

In this first use case, Charles and David both maintain a personal instance of WikiTaaable with their own recipes and the corresponding ingredient ontologies. Charles wishes to augment his own wiki with recipes from David’s (see Fig-
Figure 4: Personal fusion

ure 4). He may encounter two kinds of problems that would require an assistant to support him in this task:

- selecting, from David’s recipes, which ones he wants to import$^2$,
- adapting the resulting ingredient ontology if inconsistencies arose from the fusion.

For the first problem, it is important to recall that the imported recipes will have an impact on the overall behaviour of Charles’ system. First, because they draw on parts of David’s ingredient ontology, which will also be imported in Charles’ ontology. Second, because the imported recipes will become available to the reasoning engine, hence changing the set of recipes that can be retrieved to answer a user query.

For the second problem, two kinds of inconsistencies have to be considered: formal and informal ones. Formal (or logic) inconsistencies are easy to detect, as reasoning algorithms are dedicated to that task. Fixing them is not as easy, but is not the purpose of this paper$^3$. We are more concerned with informal inconsistencies, i.e. problems that are not captured by the formal semantics of the ontology, but nevertheless need fixing from the user’s point of view. People may for example disagree about eggs being a vegetarian ingredient.

Different knowledge sources can be used to assist Charles in solving those problems. We describe them from the easiest to exploit to the most challenging:

- an explicit declaration of Charles’ constraints: for example, Charles may have explicitly stated to the assistant: “exclude all recipes with eggs”. While this is the most obvious way to efficiently assist Charles, it is not always feasible. Charles may not have enough insight to elicit such knowledge, nor enough technical skill to express it formally.

$^2$Note that the current implementation of DSMW does not provide fine grained selection of what is to be imported. This functionality is however planned for the future and is taken for granted in our assistance scenarios.

$^3$It is addressed by another part of the Kolflow project.

- traces from previous imports: the assistant may spot recurring patterns (e.g. Charles already excluded all recipes containing eggs when importing recipes from James’ wiki), and try to reproduce them.

- traces of Charles’ use of WikiTaaable: the assistant may evaluate the impact of the imported elements (recipes and ingredients) based on what in his wiki Charles actually uses, and in which way he uses it. He may for example already have some recipes with eggs, but never use them. This again can be used as a clue to prevent importing more recipes of this kind.

- traces of the reasoning engine: beyond Charles’ explicit use of WikiTaaable, the assistant can benefit from information about what elements are used by the reasoning engine, especially during recipe adaptation. A change in the ontology may make a frequent adaptation impossible, or on the contrary reinforce adaptations that have proven unsuccessful. For example, the assistant could notice that the results provided by the reasoning engine are always refused by Charles when the reasoning process involved eggs as ingredients.

- traces shared by David: Charles’ traces are not the only one that the assistant could use. If David chooses to share parts of his own traces, those can be used as well to compare his usage with Charles’, and help decide which parts of David’s wiki are worth importing.

Those different sources of knowledge can be used to provide many different kinds of assistance discussed in Section 3. The assistant may pro-actively select for import the most relevant subset of what David is exporting. It may otherwise ask Charles questions about his goals and guide him through the import process. Finally, it may simply react to Charles’ decisions, commenting them or advising the next action.

Another dimension is to make the decisions and suggestions of the assistant intelligible to the users, by carefully setting the amount and forms of explanations provided by the assistant. Some users may not be familiar with formal ontology descriptions and the associated reasoning mechanisms, so they will prefer simplified description, while skilled users may prefer a precise account of the decision mechanism. The good thing about using trace-based reasoning for assistance is that it provides an easy way to explain its conclusions by linking them back to actual past experiences. But the assistant could even go a step further by proposing the user to validate a rule inferred from the traces, in order to improve both its performance and the intelligibility of its decision. For example, the assistant could ask Charles: I notice that you never import recipes containing eggs; shall I add this to your preferences as “exclude any recipe with eggs”? This has the advantage of creating knowledge of the first kind from the list above, while sparing the users the trouble of eliciting it themselves.

Those kinds of assistance are of course not exclusive, nor are they to be fixed once and for all. The assistant can decide which one to use based on different factors such as the confidence it has in its own prediction, the amount of data available for import, the user’s expertise and preferences.
while in this case, they can result from non-trivial interaction between the contribution of three (or more) users. It will therefore be necessary to present the users with the history of the different resources (recipes and concepts of the ingredients ontology), and assist them in discovering in that history when and how the conflicts arose (and then of course, to help them solve them).

Another problem is that a large part of the negotiation between the users will happen outside the wiki, through different mediums (e-mail, online chat, phone...). While the content of those negotiations might be valuable to document the decision and inform assistants for further decisions, it is not easy or even technically possible to keep track of it.

There are several research issues related to the development of an assistance for this use case.

- How to present the history of the resources to the users involved in the building and negotiation of a set of recipes? But a resource can have a complex history, involving several users, and intermingled with the history of other resources. For example, an ingredient created by Émile may be modified by Florent in order to fit a recipe from Gérard. So it is important to keep all the traces of use of WikiTaaable related to every resource, so as to be able to present them to the users in a contextualized way.

- Which data produced during the negotiation should be added to the history of the resource? It is easy to record all the pull/push operations that occurred during the negotiation. However, the decisions (resources added or deleted) are probably taken outside the wiki. So we can imagine to keep traces of these exchanges if the communication tools used allow it. Another way is to interpret the decisions that were taken apart from the wiki, based on the interaction traces on the wiki before and after the decisions.

- How to integrate all the knowledge produced during the negotiation so as to document a decision? It implies to be able to retrieve the order of all the knowledge and to place them in their context. For example, it should be relevant to integrate into the push/pull traces all the discussions that occurred between these operations. The discussions could have taken place in a separate tool or in the discussion page associated to each resource of the wiki (ingredient and recipe).

#### 4.3 Community fusion

Our third use case focuses on a virtual community of interest. A virtual community emerges in an online environment and gather people who have common interests and/or goals, and so develop social relationships by exchanging information and sharing their knowledge [13, 16, 26]. Compared to the collaborative context described above, a community of interest is defined as a large amount of people who:

- do not necessarily know each other,
- have a common interest,
- have different status (different level of trust, authority, etc.) [4, 15].

Compared to the previous use case, the number of participants can now be much higher, while their goals are much
less converging (they merely share a common interest). It follows that, unlike in the previous use case, those people can usually not negotiate with each other individually; a moderator is responsible of making decisions, contacting the members, etc.

For instance, Hector is the moderator of a community of people interested in chocolate recipes, each of them contributing to their own instance of WikiTaaable (see Figure 6 where Hector is represented by the red face). Hector is in charge of integrating all the users’ suggestions in a stable instance of WikiTaaable. While Hector is ultimately making the decisions alone, his situation is very different from Charles’ in section 4.1, with respect to the amount of data to merge, and with respect to Hector’s need to negotiate with the members of the community (or help them negotiate with each other).

As a moderator, Hector will typically use a dashboard to have a synthetic view of the community activity and manage the numerous changes pushed by the users. He has to decide which knowledge to validate, according to the information that he has on this knowledge. If he is not able to decide by himself, he has to identify which users to contact in order to find a solution to solve the conflict. A dedicated assistant can greatly help him in those tasks.

This third use case is concerned by the research issues developed in the previous section. There are also specific research issues.

- Which information to present to the moderator on a community management dashboard? The moderator needs warnings when there are conflicts with new knowledge imported in the wiki. In that case, the moderator should be able to access an analytical view with several kinds of information. For example, he should know who has imported which resource, how many people agree on it, etc. The dashboard should also reflect the way the community works. For example, the moderator could detect the most active users, the users that are “expert” on a subject.

- How to determine the level of trust in a member of the community? There are several possibilities. People can declare their level of expertise in their profile. Other people can vote or rate other members. This rating can be explicit, or based on use traces (e.g. based on the fact that many people import from that user’s wiki).

- In case of a conflict, which knowledge to validate? How to determine the level of trust in a piece of knowledge? For example, we can state that the majority is right. Another possibility is to trust the people deemed “expert” in their sub-domain. But what if the majority and the expert disagree? When the information is insufficient for the moderator to take a decision, it is necessary to assist him in putting the appropriate users in contact.

5. CONCLUSION

In this position paper, we have highlighted the importance of assisting users, in their collaboration to build knowledge using a distributed semantic wiki. We have illustrated the needs for assistance in three use cases, ranging from interpersonal interaction to communities of practice. We have identified the challenges raised by each of these use cases, what kind of assistant can help the user to overcome those challenges, and the sources of knowledge that such assistants will need to tap. In particular, we have shown the value of interaction traces for that purpose. This outlines a research agenda that will be followed in the course of the Kolflow project.

While those use cases are applied to WikiTaaable, they straightforwardly apply to any task involving a distributed wiki. We also trust that they can apply to other aspects of the social semantic web, as soon as they emphasize collaboration and consensus building between users.
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